solution

your

SINGLE
SOURCE

ENVISION IT.

you have a vision. we make it a reality. you provide us with your ideas, notes and sketches. we present you with a
fresh, innovative design. you communicate with one source from conception to completion. we save you time and
money. you make immediate decisions and have more control over every phase of the project. we balance risk and
responsibility and assemble the ideal team to complement your project. you identify your needs and priorities. we
provide the layout and budget pricing at no cost. you give us the green light, relax and enjoy the ride. we take care
of you every step of the way. together, we celebrate success.

DESIGN IT.

master planning. site layout and development. project engineering. interior and exterior design. general
construction. innovative, progressive thinking. from concrete to carpet tile, our team of in-house design and
engineering professionals combined with the latest state-of-the-art technology ensures that no detail is left
untouched. our conceptual design capabilities allow you to visualize your project, choose colors and fixtures, take a
virtual walk-thru and determine just that perfect place to locate the coffee breakroom all individuals so desire.
trust us - your people will thank you for it.

BUILD IT.

proven 140-year history of success. 30 skilled craftsmen. a professional engineering staff. LEED certified.
direct project supervision. high quality, cost-effective and professional. your single source solution for design,
zoning/ permitting, construction and facility maintenance. we maximize communication, minimize confusion and
put your project on the fast-track to completion. commercial and retail. manufacturing, distribution and industrial.
government and health care. historic renovation, religious and specialty. whatever your project: we build it and they
will come.

seufertconstruction.com

812.367.1340

SEUFERT CONSTRUCTION
design/build contractor

OUR MISSION.

our focus. our promise. our reminder.
we operate with a true dedication to provide you, our
customer, with a high-quality product in a safe and
cost-effective manner. we promise to be professional and
ethical, nurture long-term relationships, encourage
innovative thinking and recognize that our success
is a result of yours. we are reminded daily of the
opportunity you have given us and of the important
role we play in taking your organization to the next level.

OUR EXPERTISE.

in design. in engineering. in construction.
we realize that a highly-qualified staff combined with the
latest technology produces results that are second to none.
we take pride in being the only local contracting firm with
in-house design and engineering capabilities, providing us
the unique ability to be your single-source solution
from conception to completion.

OUR COMMITMENT.

to our community. to our employees. to you.
we place emphasis on developing our local economy and
are proud to have a reputation deeply rooted in community
involvement. we strive for quality and professionalism by
investing in our employees, their trade and their skills. we
understand that our relationship with you, our customer, is
paramount to success and that your needs must be met with
progressive action, optimism and the motivation to succeed.

